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This Cookie Notice is part of and governed by our Policies & Notices. It explains how FFNWB deploys cookies and similar technologies and describes your options to control how cookies interact with your device. If you have any questions about our use of cookies or similar technologies, please contact us at privacy@ffnwb.com or toll free at 866-372-1200.

WHAT ARE COOKIES?
Cookies are small pieces of data we transfer to your computer or mobile device via the web browser you are using while browsing on the Site. Cookies allow your computer or mobile device to recognize and store your user preferences, which help us ensure Site functionality and strengthens our Site infrastructure and maintenance support. Some cookies allow make it easier for you to navigate a website or platform, while others are used to enable a faster login process or to track your activities.

Session cookies remain on your device only during your current online session, and they disappear from your computer or mobile device when you close your browser or turn off. In contrast, persistent cookies remain on your device after you have closed your browser or turned off your computer or mobile device.

WHERE WE PLACE COOKIES.
FFNWB and our Service Providers set cookies on www.ffnwb.com and other websites we own or operate, Online Banking and our Mobile App (altogether, the “Site”). We may also place cookies in the emails we send to our customers or Site users to track when the email is opened. The Site and HTML emails may contain small transparent images called “web beacons” or “pixels” that provide us with tracking statistics.

We use both first party cookies, meaning cookies that originate from FFNWB, as well as third party cookies, meaning cookies that originate from a third-party hosting or Service Provider. We are not responsible for how third-party cookies behave or change from time to time. Third party cookies and similar technologies are governed by each hosting company’s specific privacy notice. You can control how cookies, including third party cookies, interact with your browser as described below under Controlling Cookies.

COOKIES WE USE.
FFNWB uses the following types of cookies:

- Web cookies are stored on your browser when you access the Site and collect your initial ID login for Online Banking purposes. Once your ID is entered, the cookie’s tether link takes you into the secure Online Banking environment where browser cookies are not stored. Web cookies are generally used for Site functionality, to ensure appropriate account access and usage, and to gather the data we need to provide infrastructure and maintenance support.

- Flash cookies, or local stored objects (LSO) are stored on your browser to allow the use of Adobe Flash applications on the Site. These cookies ensure that our forms, documents, videos and other visual applications function on your browser.
- Pixel and floodlight tags are image pixels are placed on Site pages to track user activity on a specific webpage, such as clicks on an advertisement, and report on page actions or conversions. Tags are used for analytics, functionality and marketing purposes.

**CONTROLLING COOKIES.**

You consent to FFNWBB placing cookies on your computer or mobile device when you click to accept cookies on our cookie consent banner. You may adjust cookie selections at any time, and we will display the cookie consent banner from time to time to renew your consent.

You can manage cookies by adjusting the settings on your computer or mobile device. Most web browsers automatically accept cookies. If you prefer, you can edit your browser options to block cookies going forward. You can also opt-out of accepting cookies by adjusting your browser settings to not accept cookies or to notify you when you are sent a cookie. Most browsers have a Help feature that will tell you how to prevent your computer from accepting new cookies, how to have the browser notify you when you receive a new cookie, or how to disable cookies altogether. You can also install third-party plugins to control cookie behavior. Note that web beacons and pixels are not stored on your computer in the same way as cookies. As such, if you disable cookies, these technologies may still load, but their functionality will be restricted.

If you disable or refuse cookies or block the use of other tracking technologies, you may not be able to browse or access certain areas of the Site, such as your account information, and certain Site features may not function properly.